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The ArT  
of DeTox

Can a detox really be life changing?  
Laura Snook experiences the famed Chenot Detox  

at the Palace Merano, Italy to find out. 

 
Many places claim to be ‘life changing’ - typical 
marketing jargon seemingly designed to draw 
in poor individuals who don’t bother to scroll 
down the pages of Google. I was thus left a bit 
dubious when researching Palace Merano and 
its various ‘life changing’ reviews. 

As an avid health devotee, a ‘detoxing getaway’ 
is probably not the first idea that springs to mind 
when considering long-term health solutions. 
However, after three years of living in Dubai, my 
daily rituals of blueberries, water fresh from the 
coconut, and a gastronomic selection of organic 
delights muddled with 4.5 liters of water, I was 
still feeling like something just wasn’t quite 
right. So, without too much procrastination I 
decided to give Palace Merano a chance and see 
what all the raving reviews were about. After 
all, how difficult can meridian clearing in the 
mountains of Italy really be? 

And so my journey to the ultimate detox 
destination began. As I drove away from the 
Verona Airport, I passed by a roadside billboard 
covered with a gorgeously buxom blonde. Not 

the famed Miss Upton, but something of the 
sort. The epitome of the classic bombshell - a 
shining beacon of hope. “Welcome to Italy,” 
announced my driver Fabiano in his thick 
accent. Indeed I thought, as I questioned 
whether detoxing could perhaps create such a 
work of art as the woman I had just seen. On my 
way to experience what Tatler and Conde Nast 
have labeled as the “Most Life-Changing Spa 
in the World” along with “The Best Medical 
Thermal and Natural Spa,” I guess I was about 
to find out.

The entrance of the Palace Merano exuded 
a neoclassical opulence through columns of 
marble and endless rows of chandeliers and 
gold. I had arrived casually dressed in Reebok 
tights and trainers and started to wonder if I 
was a bit out of place.

This thought was quickly over-ruled when 
guests clothed in crisp, milky-white robes began 
to emerge. They wore no designer hand bags, no 
haute couture garments and no expensive jewels 
- there were just individuals and their robes, 

ready to be subjected to this prized rigmarole of 
Palace Merano’s Chenot Detox. 

What is it that attracts guests to the acclaimed 
detox of this luxury hotel? I soon discovered 
that the majority of guests were all avid 
followers of Henri Chenot. A French expert in 
Chinese medicine, naturopathy, and a pioneer 
of bio-energetic psychology, Chenot created the 
method of Biontology - a philosophy that aims 
to rebalance our meridians, return us to our 
optimum weight and combat accelerated ageing. 
I was definitely intrigued. 

At 8 o’clock the following day my daily detox 
treatments began, consisting of massages, 
hydro-mud therapy, energy treatments, doctor 
visits, dietetic assessments and the infamous 
detox diet. I was visiting for only five days, even 
though a standard Chenot Detox usually lasts 
for seven to 10 days. 

From your initial program, you are welcome 
to make additions, dependent on your needs. 
These are thoroughly discussed with your own P Entering the Palace Merano, its grandeur and neoclassical  

opulence immediately confirmed this was where the A-Listers  
and jetsetters of the world come to cleanse and renew. 

By Laura Snook



132 133MPurifying Diet, a diet that uses no salt, no sugar 
and is enriched with nutritious ingredients. 
“When detoxing, we need to look at food first,” 
explained Dominique Chenot. “35 years ago, 
Henri gave me a list of ‘allowed’ foods. At the 
time, his favorite was seaweed, and so I started 
to experiment. We ended up with our entire 
kitchen covered in it. Reels and reels of it. We 
learned very quickly that it expands with water!” 
But why are the portions so small? I pondered. 
“It’s this deprivation that helps to stimulate the 
detoxing process,” she explained. “The body 
reaches into its own resources, furthermore 
drawing on stored energies, of which it begins 
to excrete.” Right, so the famed ‘less is more’ 
concept is in fact very true to its word. 

As I neared the end of my stay I began to reflect 
on the question I set out with: Is Palace Merano 
really life-changing? I now boasted a leaner 
frame, slimmer thighs and was filled with healthy 
knowledge. I had learned invaluable lessons 
about how to maintain the quality and nutrition 
of food as well as theories behind digestion 
and how best to absorb a food’s nutrients. Yes, 
Palace Merano was life-changing. 
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personally assigned doctor. I was recommended 
to have additional treatments of osteopathy, 
colon-hydro therapy and oxygen-ozone therapy. 
It was also suggested that I include the extra-
curricular activities of Pilates, Nordic walking 
and the esteemed Dominique Chenot cooking 
class, a one hour interactive tutorial dedicated 
to teaching guests the philosophy behind the 
Hypo-toxic Purifying Diet along with the 
different cooking methods employed. 

After the first day, I soon fell into a delightful 
rhythm. I’d wake up early, pull back the curtains 
and step out to my grand balcony overlooking 
the continuous unfolding of the Italian hills 
beyond. I would then trundle down for my detox 
breakfast with a skip in my step, always to be 
welcomed by the pleasant rings of the waiter’s 
‘buongiorno signora!’

From there I would head down to the Spa zone, 
whereupon my massage therapist, known as 
the ‘Marvelous Margherita’, would work her 
magic. Blissfully indulgent, each daily session 
was dedicated to eliminating my body’s energy 
blocks using cupping glasses while moving what 
seemed to be an imaginary channel underneath 
my skin. 

This hour-long massage was always followed 
by what is referred to as the Hydro-Energetic 
Cure, a daily treatment that acts on the body’s 
lymphatic and blood circulation and involves 
being lathered with algae and clay, then left 
to marinate before being hosed down with an 
almightily powerful hydro jet. 

The rest of the daily program was dedicated 
to receiving energy treatments, maintaining 
the strict detox diet, and completing any other 
extra-curricular activities I had chosen. 

Something I particularly enjoyed about the 
Chenot Detox was the level of analysis and 
thorough investigation that is conducted prior 
to commencement. From bone tests to body 
composition analysis, blood tests, hormone 
tests, urine samples and energy evaluations, a 
team of top medical professionals and dieticians 
determine exactly how your body is performing. 
Specialists thus discover what your body requires 
in order to achieve the ultimate cleanse and 
rebalance. This is not a mass-produced, one size 
fits all program; rather every individual is treated 
on a case-by-case basis, and provided with a 
program and treatments specific to their needs.      

Armed with the confidence that I was in fine 
health and just needed a little tweak here and 
there, I was yet to find out why my lifestyle back 
in Dubai had me often feeling so lethargic. My 
personalized evaluation soon revealed that my 
kidneys were in overdrive. It turns out that 
drinking 4.5 liters of water a day might have 
been a bit much for them to handle! 

Additionally, a 3D graphical analysis of my 
organs’ energies highlighted that the right side 
of my brain was completely white. Apparently 
the color white means an overactive level of 
activity. This reading meant that I’m anxious, 
emotional and over think things- something 
that I surely need to change.

After spending five days at Palace Merano I 
began to uncover what sets Chenot’s Biontology 
Philosophy apart from other detox methods. 
In short this is where the best of the best 
reside. Chenot and his wife have dedicated 
over 40 years to creating the optimal cocktail 
of disciplines including: Anthropology, 
Philosophy, Chinese Medicine, Bio-Energetic 
Psychology, Naturopathy, Psychology and 
Human Sciences. Looking at Henri’s wife, 
Dominique Chenot, who is in charge of the 
Aesthetic and Dietetic Biontology Department, 
this was not a philosophy to be challenged.

Combining the principles of Chinese medicine 
with the most advanced methods in Western 
medicine, the idea behind Biontology is to 
create a balance between mind and body, yin 
and yang, to minimize the problems brought 
on by modern living: stress, tiredness, toxicity 
and their consequences. The result of this is 
the elimination of toxins and, consequently, the 
stimulation of cellular regeneration.

It was the daily portions of food that really 
astounded me. These included dishes such as 
spelt ravioli with vegetables and walnuts, and 
pearls of tapioca with orange and poppy, all 
of which were presented with artistic beauty. 
Admittedly, the portions were ‘tinkerbellishly’ 
small, but the taste and the sight compensated 
for the size and had my senses in overdrive. 

The Dietetic Biontology Department of Chenot 
has undergone years of culinary trial and error 
to create what is referred to as the Hypo-toxic 

But why are  
the portions so small? 

“It’s this deprivation that 
helps to stimulate the 

detoxing process.”

Explains Dominique Chenot

For more information visit palace.it


